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Priden Engineering

ABOUT US
Priden is one of the leading engineering companies in the country
and has the knowledge and skillset to deliver solutions for any project
across an array of manufacturing spectrums.
We serve across a host of sectors including pneumatic vehicles,
commercial bodies, truck and bus, food industrial engineering
and even financial services.
Our 100-strong workforce consists of some of the best engineers
in the business, who work alongside our project managers and
designers to deliver a complete service from consultancy, through
to design and build.
Most importantly we take Pride in everything we do, but then,
you would expect nothing less, it’s in our name after all.

TAKING
PRIDE IN
EVERYTHING
WE DO.
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Financial Services

INTRODUCTION
Priden is one the first of its kind to launch a financial services arm for its
truck and trailer divisions.

The team deliver bespoke solutions by negotiating independently with
a wide range of financial institutions, manufacturers and suppliers.

We have teamed up with truck finance specialists Indelease to provide
an innovative vehicle acquisition services with competitive and flexible
finance solutions, making trailer and vehicle acquisition for Priden
customers quick and hassle free.

With strong relationships with a vast number of financial institutions
Priden Financial Services are ideally placed to secure the most efficient
and commercially appropriate solutions.

The service was established at the end of 2016 and covers Contract
Hire, Fleet Management, Operating Lease, Finance Lease, Hire
Purchase and Sale and Leaseback.

We pride ourselves on providing outstanding levels of customer service
and truly going the extra mile.

Priden Financial Service (PFS) is run by a team of experienced industry
professionals, who are ideally placed to offer strategies tailored
specifically to the needs of Priden clients.

Unlimited Choice

Contract Length

Fixed Costs

Repair & Maintenance

We are truly independent.
You choose your vehicle.

Choice of term to suit
your business.

Fix your operating costs for
the duration: no surprises,
no extra costs

Dedicated support for your
fleet, 24/7 & 365.

Tyres

Telematics

National Coverage

Managed tyre support
24/7 & 365.

Detailed fleet analysis & driver
performance data.

Preventative
Maintenance
Proactive approach to
minimise VOR time.

Authorised & regularly audited
repairers all over the UK.
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Priden Engineering

PRIDEN CONTRACT HIRE
Designed specifically for your operational needs
Contract Hire is a mature method of acquiring and operating a commercial vehicle fleet, however, Priden
offers a truly bespoke service. We take time to understand your operation and industry sector – leaving
us better placed to provide support, not just in terms of the correct vehicle, but also your day-to-day
operational requirements for the duration of the contract.

Vehicle Specification

Finance

Our experienced team will work with you to establish exactly the right
specification of vehicles to deliver optimum service for your operation...
and we’ll match those needs precisely – no matter how specialised
they may be.

We have close relationships with a wide range of specialist financial
institutions – ensuring that the finance element of your contract is
as competitive and cost-effective as possible.

We’ll then work with chassis manufacturers, body builders and
ancillary manufacturers on your behalf – investing time and expertise
to ensure you derive not only the best value, but also the best
possible performance from your vehicle fleet.

LET PRIDEN BECOME YOUR PREFERRED PARTNER FOR THE CONTRACT
HIRE OF YOUR TRAILERS, SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON YOUR CORE BUSINESS
WITH COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND.
 +44 (0)1743 296009
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Repair and Maintenance
Our contract can include all aspects of the repair and maintenance
of any number of vehicles. The service may be just for the chassis, but
can extend to any type of ancillary equipment, including tail lifts,
fridges, cranes, skip loaders, hook loaders, RCVs, tankers, chick carrier
equipment and more. We have considerable experience of providing
support for even the most specialist vehicles.

Fleet Management
If ownership is your preferred method of acquisition, that doesn’t mean
that you have to take the risk on the Fleet Management of your fleet.
Priden provides standalone fleet management, regardless of who
retains ownership of the vehicles.
Priden Fleet Management encompasses all of the services included
in our contract hire product. This can include not only the chassis, but
also any type of ancillary equipment including tail lifts, fridges, cranes,
skip loaders, hook loaders, RCVs, tankers, chick carrier equipment and
more. Indelease have considerable experience of providing support
for even the most specialist vehicles.

Safety and Compliance
The introduction of new and increasingly complicated legislation
means it can be difficult to tick all the right boxes – and the effect
on your Operator’s Licence in the event of non-compliance can be
extremely detrimental to your business.
Priden will work with you to ensure your vehicles are always compliant
– enabling you to focus on your core operation. All service records are
now stored on our online platform and customers are able to access
their own records at any time via a confidential online portal. We also
provide a ‘health check’ to ensure your entire fleet remains compliant.

Back-up and Support
Priden provides 24/7 support via a single telephone number –
we’re always on hand to support your operation both in and outside
‘normal’ working hours. For scheduled work, we have a network of
approved repairers and will appoint the most appropriate for your
location to reduce potential downtime. For non-scheduled work, our
appointed service providers – not only for chassis repairs, but even
the most specialist of ancillary equipment – are on hand to support
your operation every day (and night) of the year.
Based on your preferred term and operational parameters, the
vehicles are provided on a fixed-cost basis to include finance, repair
and maintenance for the entire length of the contract. This removes
all risks associated with the costs of ownership and residual value
providing accurate budgeting for your vehicle fleet.
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Priden Engineering

HIRE PURCHASE
Asset Finance

Hire Purchase

Priden Financial Services have strong relationships with major
financial institutions and are ideally placed to secure the most
efficient and commercially appropriate solution for our clients.

If a business wishes to buy equipment outright, then Hire Purchase
can provide a tailored and cost-effective alternative to loan or
overdraft funding.
It enables your business to benefit from using the equipment straight
away, but the payments can be spread over the life of the equipment.
At the end of the lease term, ownership of the equipment is normally
obtained for a nominal fee.
Financing for up to 100% of purchase price
VAT payment deferred to match cash flow of VAT reclaim
 ayment structure agreed at outset can be designed
P
to match cash flow if required
 inal lump (or balloon) payment can help reduce regular
F
payments where beneficial
 quipment can be purchased for nominal fee at end
E
of term (option to purchase fee).
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OPERATING LEASE FINANCE LEASE
An Operating Lease lets your business benefit from fixed costs based
on a predicted annual use. The equipment remains the property of
the Finance Company and will need to be returned at the end of the
lease term.

A flexible, tax-efficient way for your business to acquire the equipment
it needs without using up cash reserves. You may also realise almost all
of the equipment value at the end of the term.
Financing for up to 100% of purchase price

	
With an Operating Lease, rental and return conditions are
fixed/known at the outset
	
The Finance Company carries the risk of the future value
of the equipment
	
Potential for improved cash-flow through payments that
are normally lower than Hire Purchase or Finance Lease
and tax-efficient payments
	
VAT is payable on the rentals so it is not necessary to pay
VAT on the equipment cost up front.

	
Options to either continue renting equipment after the
primary period, normally at reduced or nominal sum or,
if permitted in the contract, sell it and retain a proportion
of the cash proceeds when the lease term ends
	
VAT payable on rentals so it’s not necessary to pay
VAT on equipment cost up front
	
Depending on asset type and term, it may be able
to offset rental payments against profits and reduce
tax liability
	
Payment structure agreed at outset can be designed
to match cash flow if required
	
Final lump (or balloon) payment can help reduce
regular payments where beneficial.
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Priden Engineering Limited

Or contact us direct on:

Algores Way, Wisbech,
Cambridgeshire, PE13 2TQ

Oliver Smith



+44 (0)1743 296009



finance@priden.co.uk



priden.co.uk



+44 (0)7860 613414



oliversmith@priden.co.uk

